Searching for sentences containing claims in a large text corpus is a key component in developing an argumentative content search engine. Previous works focused on detecting claims in a small set of documents or within documents enriched with argumentative content. However, pinpointing relevant claims in massive unstructured corpora, received little attention. A step in this direction was taken in (Levy et al., 2017) , where the authors suggested using a weak signal to develop a relatively strict query for claim-sentence detection. Here, we leverage this work to define weak signals for training DNNs to obtain significantly greater performance. This approach allows to relax the query and increase the potential coverage. Our results clearly indicate that the system is able to successfully generalize from the weak signal, outperforming previously reported results in terms of both precision and coverage. Finally, we adapt our system to solve a recent argument mining task of identifying argumentative sentences in Web texts retrieved from heterogeneous sources, and obtain F 1 scores comparable to the supervised baseline.
Introduction
The arguments raised during a decision making process, will often determine its outcome. A common component in all argument models (e.g., (Toulmin, 2003) ) is the claim, i.e. the assertion the argument aims to prove. The problem of automatically detecting claims supporting or contesting a given controversial topic 1 ) is considered a fundamental task in the emerging field of computational argumentation (Lippi and Torroni, 2016; Palau and Moens, 2009) . We refer to their definition of a Topic and a Claim; Topic -a short phrase that frames the discussion and Context Dependent Claim -a general, concise statement that directly supports or contests the given Topic (we henceforth use the term claim instead of Context Dependent Claim).
Previous works have focused on detecting claims within a small set of documents related to the topic , or within documents enriched with argumentative content (Stab and Gurevych, 2014) . However, pinpointing relevant claims within massive unstructured corpora, received relatively little attention. While this problem is obviously more challenging, its potential value is also much higher. For a widely discussed topic, one should expect many relevant claims to be mentioned across a widespread set of articles in the given corpus. The remaining issue is to develop a technology to swiftly detect these claims and present the results to potential users, similarly to search engines that retrieve information in response to a query.
A step in this direction was taken in (Levy et al., 2017) . They suggested a relatively strict sentencelevel query (strict in the sense that it considerably limits the set of potential answers hence reduces the coverage). Their query combines three query parts that must appear in order, with possible gaps between them. The first part requires the sentence to contain the token 'that' as it is often a precursor for a claim (e.g. <someone> argued that <claim>). The second query part requires some restriction on the scope of topics the system can handle, and assumes that each topic deals with exactly one concept (denoted This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ * First three authors contributed equally. 1 We will henceforth refer to claims supporting or contesting a given controversial topic as relevant claims.
MC -for main concept) and that this concept has a Wikipedia title (e.g. Affirmative Action). The second part of the query thus restricts the returned sentences to those in which the MC follows the word 'that' (possibly with a gap). The third and final query part requires a token from a pre-specified claim lexicon (CL) to appear after the MC (possibly with a gap). The CL lexicon aims to characterize claim sentences (CS) and the process of its creation did not involve any labeled data. Table 1 shows the fifty most indicative tokens from the lexicon. Relying on this formulation led to promising precision results in the challenging task of corpus wide claim detection, albeit with low recall . Specifically, while each of the sentences in Table 2 contains a valid and relevant claim, only S1 satisfies their query; In contrast, S2 satisfies only the first part of the query ('that' preceding the MC); S3 satisfies the second part of the query (CL token following the MC); and S4 only mentions the MC. By construction, these latter three sentences, are out of the radar of Levy et al. (2017) .
Claim Lexicon -partial should, tuned, could, unconstitutional, violate, might, violated, violates, wrong, rather, valid, invalid, irrelevant, inherently, necessarily, cannot, prevail, justify, flawed, merely, corpus, ought, inevitably, cause, justifiable, unacceptable, untrue, abhorrent, unless, harmful, punished, liable, incompatible, beneficial, justifying, undecided, skimmed, indefensible, impossible, undermine, necessary, flourish, meaningless, outweigh, substantiated, refute, jeopardized, incapable, irrational, heterosexual 
S1
He believed that nuclear power would become obsolete, to be replaced by clean energy sources.
S2
The author concludes that wind energy has the greatest potential for near-term expansion.
S3
As Buckley writes, "If atheism was unacceptable, superstition and fanaticism were even more so".
S4
Any form of corporal punishment is barbaric and has no place in a civilized polity. Table 2 : CS examples for the topics 'We should further exploit nuclear power', 'We should further exploit wind power', 'Atheism is the only way' and 'We should prohibit corporal punishment'. The query items 'that', MC and CL are highlighted in boldface.
The main contribution of the current work is to propose a more flexible approach for corpus wide claim detection, that significantly outperforms previous work, in terms of both precision and of coverage. We also release two data sets, one of ≈ 1.5M sentences matching the topics in this study, and one of 2, 500 sentences predicted by our method, annotated for whether they contain a relevant claim or not 2 .
We use Deep Neural Networks (DNN) trained with weak supervision that stems from different parts of the aforementioned query. Considering the list of 100 MC used by Levy et al. (2017) , we first construct two weakly supervised labeled data sets, each composed of two classes. In the first, the weakly-positive class includes all sentences that mention the MC preceded by 'that'; while the weakly-negative class contains a similar number of sentences that mention the MC without a preceding 'that'. Our underlying assumption is that the former set will be more enriched with CS (this we first noted in ). However, since these two classes are trivially distinguished via the (non) presence of 'that', we train the DNN on the suffixes of the sentences in these data, where the suffix of a sentence is defined as the sentence part immediately following the MC.
Similarly, we construct another data set, in which the weakly-positive class includes all sentences that mention the MC followed by a token from CL; while the weakly-negative class contains a similar number of sentences that mention the MC without a following token from CL. Here as well, to avoid the trivial signal, we train the DNN on the prefixes of the sentences in these data, where the prefix of each sentence is defined as the part preceding the MC.
The priors for the two positive classes as well as the strict query were estimated in (Levy et al., 2017) by performing a small labeling experiment. We present their results in Table 3 : Estimated priors for different queries from (Levy et al., 2017) .
Finally, we restrict both datasets to sentences in which the number of suffix (prefix) words is greater than 3. We assume this restriction mostly removes negative examples, and in any case will not convey a lot of information to the DN N in the learning process.
We test the performance of these DNNs over a distinct test set of 50 topics, also from (Levy et al., 2017) . However, in contrast to this previous work, we consider a much more relaxed query that only requires the MC to be mentioned in the sentence. Our results clearly indicate that both DNNs were able to generalize and obtain promising precision results, that are further improved when their scores are averaged. That is, combining the predictions of a DNN trained over prefixes of sentences enriched with claims, with those by a DNN trained over suffixes of such sentences, results in a pincer-movement like approach, that successfully pinpoints a wide range of CS in a massive unstructured corpus, while using only weak supervision for training.
Related Work
Recently, Wachsmuth et al. (2017) suggested an argument search framework and a corresponding search engine prototype. However, the proposed system relies on arguments crawled from dedicated resources that suggest pre-written arguments for various topics, and hence, is only relevant for topics covered in these resources, and cannot be used directly over unstructured textual data. Stab et al. (2018) tackled the argument mining task in heterogeneous texts retrieved by Google search when queried with a controversial topic. They show that it is feasible to annotate the retrieved documents via crowd-sourcing and to use these labels in order to build a supervised learning system that finds arguments in the given documents. Similar to our work, sentences are treated in isolation (ignoring the document context). The only work we are aware of that tackles corpus wide claim detection, is the work by (Levy et al., 2017) . Here, we demonstrate how this work can be leveraged to define weak signals for training DNNs to obtain significantly greater performance.
Several works used DNN to tackle a variety of computational argumentation tasks, such as argument mining (Eger et al., 2017) , predicting argument convincingness (Habernal and Gurevych, 2016) , detecting context dependent claims and evidence (Laha and Raykar, 2016) and attack and support relations between arguments (Cocarascu and Toni, 2017) . However, these works used the fully-supervised learning paradigm, which is inherently demanding, especially in the context of argument mining where obtaining labeled data is notoriously difficult . In addition, Al-Khatib et al. (2016) used a distant supervision approach trained over debate portals' data, to develop a classifier for argumentative texts stored in these portals. To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first to demonstrate the value of DNN trained solely with weak supervision (Hearst, 1992) in this challenging field.
For a good exposition on the field of argument mining refer to (Lippi and Torroni, 2016) . Some notable works include (Palau and Moens, 2009 ) who first suggested the argument mining task, Rinott et al., 2015) who focused on mining claims/evidence in the context of a user given controversial topic and several works related to specific text genres such as student essays (Stab and Gurevych, 2014) , legal documents (Wyner et al., 2010; Moens et al., 2007; Grabmair et al., 2015) , user comments on proposed regulations (Park and Cardie, 2014) and newspaper articles (Feng and Hirst, 2011) .
Method

Setup and pre-processing
We follow the setup and pre-processing described in (Levy et al., 2017 ) -see appendix for details. We consider the same train 3 and test sets, consisting of 100 and 50 topics respectively. Next, we prepared a sentence-level index from the Wikipedia May 2017 dump, and used a simple Wikification tool (to be described in a separate publication) 4 to focus our attention on sentences that mention the MC. Filtering out sentences that mention a location/person named entity using Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005) , after the MC, results in an average of ≈ 10K sentences per MC.
Claim sentence queries and weak labels
The basic query we start with, denoted q M C , only requires that the MC will appear in the sentence. For the 150 topics of this study, we retrieve a total of ≈ 1.5M sentences matching q M C (Table 4) , which we release as a data set to enhance future research. Next, we consider the query q that , which retrieves all sentences in which the token 'that' precedes the MC (cf. S1 and S2 in table 2). There are ≈ 1, 100 such sentences per topic (Table 4 ). Aiming to increase the prior of CS in the weak-positive set, for training the network, we focus on the subset of these sentences in which the token 'that' immediately precedes the MC. As a weak-negative set we consider a similar number of sentences, with similar length distribution, selected at random from the q M C sentences with the additional requirement of not having 'that' before the MC. As explained in section 1, the corresponding DNN, termed DN N suf f , is trained only on the sentence suffixes.
Query Name Query # Sentences Per Topic qMC MC 9, 947 Table 4 : Queries used to construct weak labels. # Sentences Per Topic is averaged over the 150 topics used in this study. q strict is added for reference and was not used in training the networks.
Similarly, we consider the query q CL , which retrieves all sentences in which the MC is followed by a token from CL, e.g., sentences S1 and S3 in table 2. Again, these sentences as well are expected to be relatively enriched with claims. In Table 4 we see that on average we have ≈ 790 such sentences per topic. As a weak-negative set we consider a similar number of sentences, with similar length distribution, selected at random from the q M C sentences with the additional requirement of not having a CL token after the MC. Again, the corresponding DNN, denoted by DN N pref is trained only on the sentence prefixes. Table 5 lists examples of sentences in the weak-positive and weak-negative sets used to train the networks. The part "seen" by the relevant network appears in bold, where by an anecdotal examination it is indeed possible to identify a signal in the positive sets. Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of the two datasets used to train the networks.
DNN System
For both DN N suf f and DN N pref , we use a Bi-LSTM architecture with self-attention (Yang et al., 2016) . The networks were trained on sentences retrieved for 70 of the 100 train-set topics, where sentences retrieved from the other 30 train-set topics (heldout set) were used to optimize hyper-parameters. We used Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) over the cross-entropy loss. The best model was Network Positive/Negative Sentence
There is no good evidence that organic food tastes better than its nonorganic counterparts.
DN N suf f Negative Today it is known for its remoteness, its somewhat "alternative" atmosphere, organic food production, and its pioneering use of wind power.
DN N pref
Positive Fermi did not believe that atomic bombs would deter nations from starting wars, nor did he think that the time was ripe for world government.
DN N pref Negative
In particular, fission products do not themselves undergo fission, and therefore cannot be used for nuclear weapons. Table 6 : Characteristics of the two datasets used to train the networks. Note that the data for the suffix network is much smaller because of the restriction to sentences in which the token 'that' immediately precedes the MC.
trained with a dropout of 0.15, using a single dropout mask across all time-steps as proposed by (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) , one LSTM layer with a cell size of 128, and an attention layer of size 100. Words are represented using the 300 dimensional GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) . Inference is performed for any q M C sentence by averaging the DN N suf f score of its suffix with the DN N pref score of its prefix. We used the heldout set to determine early stopping and to optimize the following hyper-parameters (each parameter was optimized independently): Number of layers (1/2), LSTM cell size (64/128/256/512), attention FF size (50/100/200) and dropout rate (0/0.05/0.1/0.15/0.2/0.25/0.3/0.35).
Data for evaluation
We labeled via crowd the top 50 predicted sentences for each of the 50 test-set topics, taking the majority vote of at least 10 workers. The guidelines are presented in figure 1. The inference is applied to all sentences containing the MC (matching q M C ), and hence there are always 50 predictions, that are all released along with their manual evaluation. We also label in the same manner the predictions of the system described in (Levy et al., 2017) 5 . There, since all predictions must match q strict , for some topics there are less than 50 predictions. In those cases, we label all predictions. This paper focuses on retrieving claim sentences, however, we have found that it is easier for the crowd workers to label a sentence if the phrase suggested to be the claim is highlighted. For this reason, we used an internal boundary detection component and applied it to all system versions (including the re-implementation baseline of (Levy et al., 2017) ). The rest of the labeling process was done similarly to (Levy et al., 2017) . Each sentence was labeled by 10-15 crowd workers per row via the Figure-Eight platform 6 . We used the MACE de-noising tool (Hovy et al., 2013) to filter labels before computing Cohen's Kappa coefficient. We averaged the Kappa coefficient across all worker pairs with at least 50 joint labeled instances. Using a threshold of 0.9 (i.e. keeping 90% of the labels) the Kappa was 0.58. 
Results
To evaluate the performance of the network, we employ two sets of experiments. In the first we use the test-set topics in a manner similar to (Levy et al., 2017) . In the second, we test our network on the UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus released in (Stab et al., 2018) . Note that the UKP data is more inline with our goal than other argument mining tasks as it separates between sentences that support/contest a given topic from sentences that don't. A major difference between the UKP data and our test set is the source from which the sentences were taken -while we used Wikipedia, the UKP data comes from various sources, and hence it would test how well our approach generalizes to other text genres. Another important difference is in the definition of positive examples -we consider sentences containing relevant claims as positive, whereas they require that a sentence contain some supporting evidence or reasoning. The results on our test set are presented in subsection 5.1 and the results on the UKP data are presented in subsection 5.2. Figure 2 depicts the average number of CS (i.e., true positives) retrieved per the top K = 10, 20, 50 predictions. Both DN N pref and DN N suf f seem to generalize well from the weak signal and provide comparable results to (Levy et al., 2017) . More importantly, using the average score (DNN) yields the best performance, consistently outperforming (Levy et al., 2017) (with p-value < 0.005 for K = 20, 50 based on a two-tailed Wilcoxon test). The gap is most prominent for K = 50, where the DNN yields ≈ 30% more CS compared to the the non-learning system that used a strict query with limited recall.
Results on the Test Set
A major question is whether the learned system is able to generalize from the weak labels and identify CS that do not match the weak queries we started with. By construction, all sentences retrieved by the (Levy et al., 2017) system, match q strict . From Table 7 , we see that although the DNN system trained on sentences matching q that or q CL or both, 28% of the 2500 sentences predicted by the system, do not match either. Sentence S4 in Table 2 is an example of such a predicted sentence. The precision on those sentences, that are only known to contain the MC, is still considerably high -0.22, and in fact comparable Figure 2 : Results for the 50 test-set topics. P os@K: The number of claim sentences (CS) out of the top K predicted sentences per topic, averaged over all test topics. Bars denote the standard error. LevyResults reproduced on current index using the system described in (Levy et al., 2017) ; DNN -using the average score of DN N pref and DN N suf f .
to the precision achieved in the restricted, low-recall system of (Levy et al., 2017) . These results suggest that the DNN captures some general characteristics of CS, that are not limited to sentences that satisfy the two weak-signal queries we started with, q that and q CL . In addition, the precision on sentences containing one or both of the weak signals is even higher. Specifically, the precision on the subset of sentences matching q strict is 0.42, a factor of two compared to the precision of (Levy et al., 2017) on this set of sentences. Thus, overall we were able to increase the potential recall from the restricted set of sentences matching q strict to the full set of q M C sentences, while also increasing the precision of the predictions from 0.23 to 0.3 (see the column q M C ). Table 7 : Distribution and precision of predictions. q * that : matches q that but not q CL ; q * CL : matches q CL but not q that ; q * M C : matches q M C , but not any of the other queries. Percent: out of the top 50 (or all if less available) predicted sentences matching the query. Precision: Precision of the corresponding candidates, calculated per topic, and averaged over test topics.
Results on the UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus
The UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus (Stab et al., 2018 ) contains a total of 25,492 labeled sentences (11,139 argumentative, 14,353 non-argumentative), divided to train (70%), validation (10%), and test sets (20%). The sentences are associated with one of 8 controversial topics -abortion, cloning, death penalty, gun control, marijuana legalization, minimum wage, nuclear energy and school uniforms -and were derived from the top 50 results of a Google query for the topic name, thus representing various genres and text types.
Adapting to the UKP dataset
In order to evaluate our method on the UKP dataset we had to adapt it to sentences that do not necessarily contain the MC. In our formulation, the MC was used as a natural point to divide the sentence into its prefix and suffix, which were then used by the appropriate networks. To overcome this difference, we applied DN N suf f (DN N pref ) to all possible suffixes (prefixes) and used the maximal score.
For a sentence S comprised of n words, w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n , we define,
The adapted scores may still be at a disadvantage because without the MC we don't have a way to select sentences that are more related to the topic. For this reason we add a similarity score Score w2v which is computed by taking the maximal word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) similarity of a word in the topic against all words in the sentence and then averaging across the words of the topic. More formally, for a topic T comprised of k words, t 1 , ..., t k , Score w2v (S) = avg {i:1..k} max {j:1..n} word2vec(t i , w j ) Finally, we define,
We employ the same setup that was used by (Stab et al., 2018) for the cross topic evaluation, in which the train set is comprised of the train part of all topics except for the tested topic. We use the training set only to tune the threshold from which we predict the positive class. To do so, we run the different DNN methods on the train set, compute the F 1 over all sentences, and choose the score that maximizes the F 1 . This score is then used in the test set as the threshold that determines whether the network predicts a positive or not. Overall, this tuning was done 8 times, one for each train set induced by the left-out test topic.
Evaluation
The results are shown in table 8. Interestingly, our system achieves comparable results to the state of the art in the Accuracy and F 1 measures but without using human labels for training and without training on multiple text genres. These results also demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to generalize to topics that are not characterized by a single MC or that such a concept was not provided by the user. Note, the results reflect that our system and the baseline operate at different points on the precision/recall curve, choosing a different compromise between precision and recall. This is not surprising, given the choice of tuning the F 1 measure on the train set, however, it makes the comparison less obvious. Table 8 : Results of the cross topic evaluation on the UKP dataset (averaged across the 8 topics). UKP method stands for the best supervised results reported in (Stab et al., 2018) . From the networks combined with w2v the DN N suf f,w2v performed best and is the one presented here.
It should be noted that the lower precision of our method may be explained by the different assumption on what an argumentative sentence is. Whereas Stab et al. (2018) reject sentences that contain claims but provide no evidence or reasoning, our network was designed to identify claims regardless of the existence of a surrounding argument. Indeed, as mentioned in section 6.2, by sampling 50 false-positives we found that in 25% of the cases they contained relevant claims but with no evidence or reasoning.
6 Error Analysis
Test Set -50 Topics
We analyzed the top 50 labeled predictions over three test topics for which the performance was above/near/below average (table 9).
Topic Text
Main Concept Pos@50
We should further exploit wind power Wind power 29
Private education brings more good than harm Private school 13
We should protect whistleblowers Whistleblower 9 Table 9 : Test topics chosen for error analysis.
Each sentence rejected by the labelers was assigned one of the following types: Factual -a sentence with no argumentative content, that merely states a fact; Different Topic -a sentence that contains a claim for a different topic; Other -an assortment of problems such as bad sentence split, missing context, etc; and finally Accept -a sentence that should have been accepted by the labelers. The two main types of errors were Factual and Different topic, each accounting for 35% of the analyzed errors. The Accept type accounted for 18% of the rejected sentences, though this high number was mostly due to the Whistleblowers topic. We suspect that many such sentences were rejected because of bad claim boundary choices by the system 7 . Table 10 shows examples from the topic "Private education brings more good than harm".
Error Type Sentence
Different Topic Changes in private school enrollment is not a likely contributor to any changes in schools segregation patterns during that time.
In 2014 Hunt proposed that private schools should be required to form "partnerships" with local state schools if they wanted to keep their charitable status.
Factual
Before enrolling the children, however, Mr. Brar ensured that the total cost of private school tuition would not exceed $10, 000.
The IRS announced in 1970 that private schools with racially discriminatory admissions policies would no longer receive tax exemptions Accept Coaches were concerned that the private schools were winning a disproportionate amount of conference titles and had several unfair advantages.
Other* It is clear that affording private education is a mere fantasy for these families. Table 10 : Examples of sentences from the topic 'Private education brings more good than harm'. The sentences are split according to their assigned error type. * The example for the Other type was rejected because of a missing context -it is hard to judge this example without resolving the reference to "these families"
Test Set -UKP Dataset
We analyzed 50 random sentences from the UKP test set labeled as non-argumentative, on which the score of the DN N suf f,w2v network was higher than 0.9 (the average threshold obtained by tuning F 1 was 0.65). We add the following error type to the list above: No Reasoning -a sentence containing a claim with no supporting evidence or reasoning. The most frequent type of error was Factual, accounting for about 33% of the errors. The No Reasoning type accounted for about 25% of the errors, similar to the Different Topic type. Table 11 shows examples of No Reasoning sentences. These sentences contain text boundaries that are relevant claims, e.g., the boundary the life in the womb is not human in the first sentence, and thus are typical to sentences that our network was trained to find.
Topic Sentence abortion A question for those who believe in abortion, and that the life in the womb is not human.
death penalty
We need stricter laws and swift death penalty.
minimum wage Myth: Raising the minimum wage will only benefit teens.
marijuana legalization
A small share of opponents (7%) say that while the recreational use of marijuana should be illegal, they do not object to legalizing medical marijuana. 
Discussion and Future Work
This work aims at making the first steps towards a search engine for argumentative content, by focusing on the problem of corpus wide claim detection. A variety of argument theories have been proposed throughout the years, which all agree on the importance of one argument component -the claim. Thus, properly addressing the problem of corpus wide claim detection seems like a key component in developing a full fledged argument search engine. Such an engine could add massive amounts of data to argument networks such as the world wide argument web (Rahwan et al., 2007) , and further enhance decision processes in various ways. Using a similar methodology for evidence detection would be a natural way to push the boundary of existing work, e.g., (Rinott et al., 2015) from considering a pre-selected list of articles to searching full corpora. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work using weak supervision to train DNNs for argument mining, demonstrating the potential of this coupling in the field. Two directions for future work could increase the precision and coverage of our system. For increasing precision, we intend to employ a supervised approach, using labels on top of predictions from the weaksupervision approach, as it may help reach a reasonable prior of positive examples before starting the labeling effort. For the coverage, we intend to explore the same approach on top of sentences which do not necessarily contain the MC. This direction is challenging since it requires integrating a method for identifying whether a sentence is related to the topic, and would need to score sentences in which the prior for a claim is even lower. During the error analysis on the 'Wind power' topic, we encountered the following high-scoring sentence -"When Scratchy suggests that wind power is cheap and safe, Itchy chops Scratchy's head off with the blades of a wind turbine.". On the one hand, Scratchy raises a legitimate claim, and on the other hand, Scratchy is a fictional character from the TV show The Simpsons. The example demonstrates a phenomenon that may be exasperated when moving from argument mining on pre-selected high-quality documents to mining large (possibly heterogeneous) text corpora -the phenomenon of claims made by unreliable sources. In extreme cases the claims made by such parties may be ridiculous or offensive and a practical search engine would need to detect and remove such claims. 
